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WAITI NG FOR H OCKNEY - SHORT SYONPSIS
WAITING FOR HOCKNEY is a comic and poignant tale of a man and the people who believe in
him as they collude and collide for an entire decade in the service of a grand idea. The film
explores the sometimes precarious line between dreams and delusion as it looks at the risks,
payoffs and consequences when one man single-mindedly pursues his vision. Billy Pappas is a
true American original. An art school graduate from a working class background living in rural
Maryland, Billy has decided that his mission in life is to reinvent realism. He spends eight years on
a single drawing of Marilyn Monroe, working to show a microscopic level of detail he hopes will
reveal something deeper than photography. Literally, he hopes to create a new art form. Aided,
one might even say enabled, by an eccentric cast of characters including a clergyman, a professor
and an architect calling himself “Dr. Lifestyle,” Billy finally completes the portrait and then begins
a quest to show it to renowned contemporary artist David Hockney, the one person he thinks can
validate everything for which Billy has been striving.

WAITI NG FOR H OCKNEY- AB OUT THE PRODUCTION
Origins
Julie Checkoway has been a high school teacher, a published writer, a tenured professor, and a
mother; but directing and producing the feature-length documentary WAITING FOR HOCKNEY
would turn out to be one of the greatest risks of her personal and professional life.
In the summer of 2002, Checkoway was living in Houston producing work for public radio’s ‘This
American Life’ and NPR’s ‘Morning Edition.’ To that end, she traveled to Baltimore - a city where
she had lived for eight years and from which her husband hails - to interview Dr. Gary Vikan,
director of The Walters Art Museum. On that afternoon the conversation quickly turned to the topic
of Billy Pappas, a young artist in whose story Vikan felt certain Checkoway would have an interest.
“Here’s this young guy who’s embarked on a really risky endeavor,” said Vikan “and the story of
the endeavor was as interesting as the product itself,” referring to the single pencil drawing on
which Billy Pappas had spent nearly a decade.
Vikan regaled Checkoway with stories about Pappas, about the strength and fragility of Pappas’
work - on a sheet of watercolor paper---and about the amazing cast of characters with whom Pappas
had surrounded himself, including an eccentric local architect named Larry Link, and a clergyman
name Brother Rene, who had been Pappas’s high school principal. Checkoway arranged to
interview Pappas and found him charming, articulate, and attractive, both sophisticated and roughhewn, as given to the use of high academic language as he was to cursing like a sailor. That
dichotomy intrigued Checkoway, who had grown up, as Pappas had, in a working class family but
who had gone to Harvard, after which she had always felt a similar class division in herself.
Pappas had taken his desire for reconstruction, like a contemporary Gatsby, to the most extreme
level. What was it that had made Pappas take on such an ambitious project? What did he hope to
gain from it? What would happen if the project, finished at last, yielded a very different result than
the one for which he was aiming - no less than inventing an entirely new art movement?
A Film Not A Radio Piece
After taking several trips to Baltimore and compiling 30 hours of audio, it began to occur to
Checkoway that she had something unwieldy and wild, and given its ultimately visual nature,
probably not for radio. Checkoway was five months pregnant with her second daughter when she
traveled to Mexico to visit her older brother Neal, who had founded popular web site Travelocity.
“When Julie told me about about Billy Pappas,” Neal Checkoway says, “I was intrigued on several
levels. That he was trying to lift himself above the perceived restraints of his working class roots by
dint of his own skill and hard work resonated strongly with me. I found it particularly interesting
and analogous to my own unlikely success story, the notion that someone with no particular
qualifications might have the audacity to believe he could crack a rarified and elite world.
After conversations with several people in the film industry with whom friends put her in touch,
Checkoway began to realize that, despite the fact that she knew nothing about how to make a film
and that she was about to have a baby, she would go for it with the support of her husband and
family.

Shooting Begins
In the spring of 2004, Checkoway called on friends Steve Lickteig and Rob Hilton, both public
radio veterans, to help with sound and story, and she hired local Baltimore and Emmy awardwinning cinematographer Richard Chisolm to shoot video. She and the crew met in Baltimore for
the first time to interview the main characters and to see, at last, the finished portrait.
The first shoot took place in Choptank, Maryland, some miles south of from Baltimore, on
Maryland’s Eastern Shore, at the run-down house in which Pappas had been living for most of the
time he had been at work on his project. The setting was picturesque; the house stood literally just
feet from the Choptank River and a wharf where small fishing boats docked.
Since neither Lickteig, Hilton nor Checkoway had filmmaking experience, they counted on their
instincts about storytelling to carry them through. Hilton did the sound recording, carrying around a
heavy DAT on his waist and sweating in the Maryland heat as he held up the boom mike all day.
Both he and Lickteig were key players: they knew a good story when they saw one, and though
their training was in sound, they encouraged Checkoway to let the story unfold itself visually in
front of them. Checkoway had been to Choptank before, and Hilton and Lickteig stood off camera
and asked the kinds of questions of Pappas that were fresh to them.
Billy lit up for the camera. He walked them through his process, through the decrepit house in
which he lived, and demonstrated the method he used to apply lipstick to his own lips in order to
have a constant model for his “life study drawing.” Ultimately, Pappas gave a compelling sit-down
interview in which he bared his soul about the sacrifices he had made during the years he had
undertaken the portrait. The crew’s ride back to Baltimore that night was anything but silent. The
debate was heated. Was Billy Pappas deluded? Were his hopes for his project within the realm of
reason? The van was divided, and as Checkoway listened to the others battle it out, she realized that
this was precisely that kind of debate she hoped the film itself, once finished, would someday
provoke.
Second Day of Shooting and The Portrait Revealed
The second day of the shoot began at Billy’s parents’ house in Baltimore, where Checkoway
interviewed Billy’s mother, Cookie, as she baked her famous poppy seed cake. Later that evening,
the crew would head to an Italian restaurant where Billy had once been a waiter and interview Billy
side by side with Larry Link, “Dr. Lifestyle,” Billy’s so-called impresario.
In the meantime, however, Billy agreed to take the portrait out for the crew to see. He set it up in
the basement of his parents’ house and the crew took turns coming close to look at it, wearing
surgical masks that Billy provided for them, because the portrait, in pencil, was fragile and had not
yet been framed. After some discussion, Chisolm was able to persuade Billy to let him film the
portrait. Billy was initially and understandably vehemently opposed. After not having revealed the
portrait to anyone, why would he let a camera crew film it now? Was this the right moment?
Even the crew wasn’t sure that the footage would make it into the final film. After all, the
resolution of the shots wouldn’t be high enough to capture the even higher resolution of the portrait
itself, and Checkoway wasn’t certain if she would even reveal the portrait in the final film, leaving
it perhaps a mystery to the viewer, something spoken of yet never seen.
In the end, Billy relented, and Chisolm filmed for about 15 minutes, up as close as he could get
without his lens touching the camera’s surface, and Billy at his elbow, nervous, directing him to
certain parts of the portrait he felt were worth the close scrutiny. Later, Checkoway would return to
the portrait, with Billy’s permission, to shoot high resolution photographs.

An Urgency To Finish
In May, Checkoway gave birth to a daughter, Sophia Grace Thomsen - coincidentally, on Billy
Pappas’ birthday.
“I called Billy at least once a week and got updates,” she said, “but I would only hear about delays
and talk and bumblings and more talk among Billy, Larry, and Brother Rene, Billy’s so-called
administrator. I started to wonder if this thing was ever going to happen and if maybe I ought to
turn my attention elsewhere. I was completely frustrated by the fact that, however funny it was,
Billy kept making these objects to send to David Hockney and Hockney kept not receiving them or
someone would send them to a wrong address. That was part of the story---the bumbling quality of
“Team Billy”---but my life was passing and I was tired of waiting.”
At one point, David Hockney had miraculously phoned Gary Vikan. He had been moved by the
sincerity of Billy Pappas’s most recent letter and would indeed love to see the portrait. “Perhaps the
next time I am flying over Baltimore?” Hockney said, and suggested that that time might be at
Christmas. Billy and his team were jubilant. Hockney was coming at Christmas!
Only no one had stopped to ask Hockney exactly when or how or where and no one had any direct
contact info for him. Christmas came and went and Checkoway marveled at how passive the team
was.
It was during this time that Cookie Pappas and Gary Vikan both said to Checkoway with sighs,
“Well, I guess the only thing we’re doing is WAITING FOR HOCKNEY,” and as the words came
out of their mouths, Checkoway knew that that was the title of her film.
Lucky Break #1
WAITING FOR HOCKNEY editor Chris Peterson has a theory that every successful documentary
has at least “one lucky break” by which he means that ordinary events conspire to make something
extraordinary happen in the film’s otherwise static plot. WAITING FOR HOCKNEY would have
at least two lucky plot point breaks. The first came with Checkoway’s call to Lawrence Weschler.
Checkoway called Weschler because of an article he had written in the New Yorker in 2000 about
his friend David Hockney. Checkoway inquired of Weschler whether, in his opinion, David
Hockney would ever meet with Pappas given the ardent letters and gifts Pappas had sent. After a
brief conversation in which Weschler learned that Hockney had already agreed to see Pappas but
that a date had yet to be arranged, he asked to see the portrait himself. He continued that, if he liked
it well enough, he would recommend that Hockney see it right away.
Checkoway turned the information and opportunity over to Billy. She encouraged him to call
Weschler to arrange a visit. Checkoway sent Chisolm to New York along with Billy to film
whatever reaction might come out of that meeting. Soon after Billy’s visit with Weschler, he was
able to set a date to show Hockney the portrait in Los Angeles. Team Billy was flying to Los
Angeles in late October.

LA Shoot
Checkoway wanted to capture the journey itself, the meeting with Hockney, and anything that
happened afterwards. By this point, Neal Checkoway had come on to the project not as an advisor
but as a producer. “Here was an arguably epic tale, actively in-process without a known ending –
classical or otherwise – in sight.” He joined the crew in LA to “follow these characters and this
quest,” he said, “and to help in any way I possibly could.”
One of the seemingly most important aspects of the whole trip would never make it to film. A few
days before leaving for LA, Billy received an angry email from Weschler, a good friend of
Hockney’s, who was unhappy with Billy out for trying to bring a film crew to the Hockney
meeting. Weschler felt the request both rude and unrealistic and said that the very idea was
threatening to make Hockney cancel the visit. The film crew would not be allowed into the
meeting.
Now, Checkoway, Lickteig, and the rest of the film crew, which now included Checkoway’s
brother, Neal, as producer, had to contemplate what the final product of WAITING FOR
HOCKNEY would look like if the meeting with Hockney took place entirely off camera.
There were few options, other than to document in as detailed a way as possible the trips to
Hockney’s house, from Hockney’s, and when the trip was over, and the reactions of the three men
who were going---Gary Vikan, Brother Rene, and Billy.
But the night before the shoot, it occurred to Checkoway and her brother that without footage of the
Hockney meeting itself, the film would need some kind of “clock” to register the suspense and
passage of time while Billy was inside Hockney’s house. They decided that Cookie Pappas, Billy’s
nervous and loving mother, was the perfect choice as she eagerly awaited her son’s news.
Checkoway hurriedly arranged for a cinematographer to follow Cookie throughout the next day as
she waited for any word about Billy’s fate.
Is That All There Is?
The upshot of the entire LA shoot was the most surprising to the crew: In Billy’s estimation,
Hockney “loved” the portrait and “Team Billy”stayed at Hockney’s house for a full five hours.
Upon returning to their hotel, each man told the same story, that, unbelievably, Billy Pappas had
managed to reach David Hockney with his work and that Hockney had not only given Billy advice
about how best to proceed with his next set of plans - to find someone to commission the next
portrait - but also offered to help in some specific ways. This was Billy Pappas’ dream come true.
This was not the end of the story, however. Checkoway decided to watch and wait. In the year that
followed, despite the success of the Hockney visit, no significant change in Billy’s life had
occurred. Checkoway’s calls to the Hockney studio, as she attempted to understand the disjunction
between Billy’s reported experience of the meeting and Hockney’s silence since the meeting, were
met with more puzzling silence.
Once again, the crew was faced with the question: where and how will this film end? Had the visit
gone as well as the men had reported? If not, what had actually happened? If it had gone well, why
were events taking a downward turn?
Pappas was so dissolute by this time that he was searching once again for a job as a waiter, in order
to pay an enormous debt - some $300,000 - that he owed to Larry Link for his support over the
years. Checkoway sent in a crew to record his job-search and life in Choptank.

Enter an Oscar Winner
During this period, Geralyn White Dreyfous, the executive producer of the Oscar-winning
documentary Born into Brothels had agreed to come on board WAITING FOR HOCKNEY as a
producer. As it turns out, both Dreyfous and Checkoway were living in Salt Lake City at the time;
their children were attending the same school, and Dreyfous and Checkoway discovered, too, that
they had both grown up in New England just 20 miles from one another, and they had graduated
from the same college a year apart. The match seemed fateful.
Dreyfous had been involved with documentary storytelling and philanthropy for a long time. She
had originally worked with Dr. Robert Coles at Harvard on the development of his groundbreaking
magazine, Doubletake. Within a short period of time, Dreyfous had raised funds from both
investors and philanthropists that would enable WAITING FOR HOCKNEY to go into post
production.
Lucky Break #2
On a fundraising trip to New York, Dreyfous attended a dinner party to which a man named Charlie
Scheips, a former assistant of David Hockney’s had also been invited. When Dreyfous told Scheips
that she was working on a film about David Hockney, Scheips put his hand over his mouth in
shock. He knew what she was talking about: The Billy Pappas story.
“I was there,” he told Geralyn Dreyfous.
“What do you mean you were there?” she asked.
Scheips explained that he had been at Hockney’s studio on the very day that Billy Pappas and his
entourage had visited and that he even had pictures to prove it. He pulled out his I-pod, and sure
enough, there were photos that showed the meeting with Pappas and Hockney, pictures that eerily
mirrored those taken by Gary Vikan on the very same day. Scheips had an amazing story to tell that
would flip the film on its side. His memories of that day were vivid. And, he was such an intimate
of Hockney’s that he felt comfortable in telling Dreyfous, and then again on camera for Checkoway
in New York, about what Hockney had, in fact, felt and thought that day when Pappas and Team
Billy had come to LA.
Post Production
Working with editor Chris Peterson, the principal at RED Editorial in LA, Checkoway approached
the film asking: What was it that she as the storyteller wanted to say about Billy Pappas? What
was it she wanted to say about the ways that Billy Pappas’s life could teach us about our own?
From those questions, Peterson and Checkoway began to construct on giant bulletin boards and
white boards spread throughout their office both a story arc and a character arc. The larger question
that faced them as they did so was: “Is Billy Pappas a hero or not? If he is, just what sort of hero is
he?”
It is conventional wisdom among documentary filmmakers that the first third of a film is the hardest
to construct. That was absolutely true with WAITING FOR HOCKNEY. Because Checkoway had
not filmed Pappas during the making of the portrait but had begun shooting afterwards, the film had
a heavy load of back story to cover. Plus, there were 80 hours of video (and the 30 hours of audio).
Checkoway and Peterson, along with Neal Checkoway, who now took an active hand in the story
editing, had to whittle things down to their most minimal and crystalline.

Peterson adopted a frenetic jump cut style to capture the caper-like quality and hypomania of the
period of time during which Billy and his cohorts had developed their idea and pursued Hockney.
Julie and Neal Checkoway dove into archival footage and stills from the Library of Congress and
the Prelinger Archives to give the caper an antique and precious feel.
Dan Wilken, special effects editor at RED Editorial, took the film to a whole new level when he
began to use Pappas’s date books and Pappas’s handwriting in composites that conveyed what
Pappas had not said on film but which he said in other interviews. Wilken also used the datebooks
to convey a sense of the passage of time during which Pappas had worked on the project. In
addition to that, Peterson and Wilken made broad use of Pappas’s sketches and notes to fill out the
theory behind the making of the portrait.
A Team Effort
Post-production took two years, in large part because Checkoway was in Salt Lake City, Peterson in
Los Angeles, and Neal Checkoway in Mexico. At last she and her brother worked out a proxy
system whereby, via instant messaging and other means, she could for weeks at a time be in Salt
Lake while he was in LA. She would direct the editing process, then fly in to do fine work with
both her brother and with Peterson.
“Ultimately, ‘whatever way I possibly could’ would be a most-accurate description of my
involvement,” Neal Checkoway says. Julie Checkoway says that the making of the film wouldn’t
have been possible without her brother, Geralyn Dreyfous, and the fine eye of Chris Peterson,
among the many others who worked on WAITING FOR HOCKNEY.
“It was a total team effort,” she says. “Everybody pitched in, everybody gave over 100% to the
project, in large part, I think, because there was just something about this story that gets under your
skin. My brother notes that no one can ever have a neutral reaction to Billy Pappas’s story or to
WAITING FOR HOCKNEY. There’s just something about Billy Pappas and Team Billy that Team
WAITING FOR HOCKNEY just had, despite all odds, to see through.”

WAITI NG FOR H OCKNEY - COOKIE PAPPAS’ POPPYSEED CAKE
(From WAITING FOR HOCKNEY and Littlest Birds Films)
INGREDIENTS:
Duncan Hines Butter Cake Mix
1 C. Nonfat Yogurt
¼ C. Poppy seeds
½ C. Granulated Sugar
1 Cup Vegetable Oil
4 Eggs
Crisco
Mix ingredients together in this order:
Cake mix, oil, sugar, poppy seeds, yogurt, then one egg at a time, with an electric mixer. Grease
Bundt pan with Crisco then coat inside of pan with granulated sugar. Use a knife to run through the
batter once to avoid having any bubbles in the finished cake. Bake in a 350 degree oven for 45
minutes and put on a nice paper doiley.

WAITI NG FOR H OCKNEY - CREW BIOGRAPHIES
Julie Checkoway- Director/Producer/Writer
Born to a large and voluble Massachusetts working class family Julie is the author of Little Sister:
Searching for the Shadow World of Chinese Women (Viking Penguin) and the editor of the
bestselling Creating Fiction. Her writing has appeared in The New York Times,
Huffingtonpost.com, and numerous anthologies. In 2001, she gave up tenure at the University of
Houston (where she had been a professor and director of the creative writing program) and while
producing and reporting radio stories for NPR’s Morning Edition and PRI’s This American Life,
she came across the story of artist Billy Pappas. With the encouragement of her older brother, she
set out to make WAITING FOR HOCKNEY, her first film. She lives in Salt Lake City with her
husband and two daughters.
Neal Checkoway- Producer/Writer
A graduate of Tufts University, Neal began his career as a teacher of English and journalism. He
left teaching in the early 80’s and first as a writer then as a marketer and executive, helped launch
personal computers and related software and technology in the US. Later, as president and CEO of
a San Francisco-based travel technology company, Neal turned his idea for an online travel
information service into Travelocity, which was eventually sold to its present owner, SABRE.
WAITING FOR HOCKNEY is his first foray into filmmaking. Neal and his wife live near
Guadalajara, Mexico.
Geralyn Dreyfous- Producer
Geralyn Dreyfous produced The Day My God Died, a documentary on the global trafficking of
children for sex and the 2004 Academy Award-winning Documentary, Born Into Brothels about the
children of Calcutta prostitutes that spawned the Kids With Cameras Foundation to sell the
children’s photography and thus allow them to attend school and leave the brothel. A native of
Massachusetts and a graduate of Harvard she lives in Salt Lake City with her husband, daughter and
son, and is the Executive Director of the Salt Lake Film Center.
Jana Edelbaum and Rachel Cohen- Producers, iDeal Partners
iDeal Partners Film Fund was founded in 2006 by Jana Edelbaum and Dr. Michael Lesser. Jana
Edelbaum is the managing partner of iDeal and oversees the daily operation of the fund. Adhering
to the parameters of Section 181 of the American Jobs Creation Act, iDeal finances and produces
independent films made in the United States. iDeal is building a diversified slate of films in
partnership with the country’s top film producers. The company’s goal is first and foremost to
produce and finance a slate of quality independent feature films and documentaries. At the same
time, iDeal manages the downside risk to our partners and collaborators through presales, casting
and state tax incentives.
Prior to forming iDeal, Jana Edelbaum spent twelve years as an independent producer. Her credits
include Romance & Cigarettes, released in the fall of 2007, and Advice From A Caterpillar, which
won the Best Feature Award at the US Comedy Art Festival in 2002. Prior to this, she worked in
the fixed income and mezzanine finance divisions of Morgan Stanley International UK, and the
M&A division of Ansbacher Media UK.

iDeal’s Head of Production is Rachel Cohen. Rachel was previously an EVP at TriBeCa
Productions, and for seven years before that, SVP Production & Acquisitions at Artisan. Notable
acquisitions include The Blair Witch Project, Startup.com, and Roger Dodger.
Steve Lickteig- Assistant Director
Steve Lickteig is the youngest child in a large, Catholic Kansas farm family. He is currently in
production with his feature film, Open Secret, which tells that family's story. He has also directed
short films and commercials for Center Stage Theater in Baltimore. Currently, Lickteig is executive
producer of The Bob Edwards Show on XM Satellite Radio and Bob Edwards Weekend from PRI.
Before that, Lickteig was a producer at NPR News, where he produced and reported stories for
Morning Edition, All Things Considered and Weekend Edition. He also produced election stories
for NPR's national desk, traveling the country with senior correspondent Linda Wertheimer. In
2000, Steve independently produced and reported the radio documentary One Family and a Kansas
Town which aired on 100 public radio stations and was funded by a grant from the Kansas
Humanities Council.
Chris A. Peterson -Editor
Chris A. Peterson’s projects include work for Sony, Universal, NBC, HBO, Cinemax, PBS, Bravo,
Fox, Discovery and The History Channel. Recent notable projects include Who Killed the Electric
Car?, which premiered at Sundance 2006 and is being distributed theatrically by Sony Classics. In
Time, an Official Selection for Sundance 2005 and distributed by HBO, went on to win over ten
best film awards worldwide before being picked up by HBO. Chris received his Masters and BA in
Film from San Diego State University and University of California at San Diego. He runs RED
Editorial, a boutique post-production facility in L.A.
Buddy Squires -Cinematographer
Buddy Squires has worked in film and television for over 25 years as a cinematographer for awardwinning and critically acclaimed films such as Nanking, After Innocence, Ken Burns’
groundbreaking documentary series The Civil War, and Baseball, in addition to The Life and Times
of Frida Kahlo, Scottsboro: An American Tragedy, Ring of Fire: The Emile Griffith Story, and
producer of the documentary Andy Warhol, with Laurie Anderson, Dennis Hopper, and Bob Dylan.
He lives in western Massachusetts and New York City.
Richard Chisolm -Cinematographer
Richard Chisolm is an Emmy Award-winning cameraman whose work includes the six-part ABC
prime-time series Hopkins 24/7 and the NOVA special, Spies That Fly. His credits include 11
National Geographic specials, one for which he received a National Cinematography Emmy
Award.
Jeff Beal -Composer
Jeff Beal is an Emmy Award winner and graduate of the Eastman School of Music. He has scored
the critically-acclaimed feature film, Pollock, Jessica Yu’s documentary In the Realms of the
Unreal and Protagonist, the hit USA channel series Monk, two HBO series, Carnivale and Rome,
and ABC's series Ugly Betty. He is currently composing the score for the film The Deal, starring
Meg Ryan and William H. Macy. He lives in Southern California.

Lesli Klainberg- Consulting Producer
Lesli Klainberg, owner of Orchard Films, is an award-winning producer and director whose
documentaries have screened at film festivals such as Berlin, Sundance, Outfest and Frameline, and
have been broadcast on networks including Bravo, Cinemax, AMC, A&E, The Independent Film
Channel (IFC), Showtime, WE and PBS.
Most recently she produced the documentary mini-series, Indie Sex, which explores different
aspects of sexuality in cinema. The three episodes Indie Sex: Teens, Indie Sex: Extremes and Indie
Sex: Censored (which she also directed) premiered on IFC in 2007 and received the highest ratings
in the history of the network.
Ms. Klainberg is also the producer of the acclaimed independent film, Paul Monette: The Brink of
Summer’s End (Cinemax), which won several awards including the audience award for
documentary at the Sundance Film Festival and the producer of The Real Ellen Story
(Bravo/Channel 4 (UK)) a documentary about the making of the "coming out" episode of the
sitcom Ellen.
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